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after updating, i found my photoshop cs6 (installed on osx mavericks) went to the app store and purchased the
updates, which took me to my desktop. i wanted to see what version of photoshop cs6 i had on my mac, so i

selected photoshop from the applications folder. the result was that i found photoshop cs6 (x64) installed on my
mac. i had previously purchased photoshop cs6 a few months ago and it was installed on my pc. does anyone

have any ideas? i have adobe enterprise edition cs6 up and running on my mac. when i open it, it asks for a serial
number to activate it. that is a good thing. it's not that i care about the license key, i just want to know if i am up

to date. what i didn't expect was that it also asks for the serial number of the installation i bought. can i have
both? i have two computers. i purchased a license for both (adobe creative cloud) and both are cs6. only one

works (i think it's the one i bought last year). i can get it to install but the serial number is obviously different. how
do i get both to work? i have a macbook pro mid-2011. it was running high sierra. i can't upgrade it and wanted to
clean install. i was able to get an older version of adobe photoshop cs6 from the adobe website and installed it. i

have been using it for a week and it does not have the issue described in the question. my question is, since i can't
install the newest version of photoshop on the mac that i have, how can i ensure that i do not accidentally activate
the new version? *the esleid is the primary serial number in the event that the esr leid is lost or changed. the esr

leid is not required for the esr. however, the esr leid is used in conjunction with the esr to provide additional
protection of the serial numbers. if you have the esr leid, then the esleid is not required for using the esr.
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photoshop and illustrator are two of the most popular and widely used programs in the world, so it
makes sense that there is a significant audience for the downloadable software. and with new

versions of the software constantly being released, the number of people using it will continue to
grow. what is photoshop cc? photoshop is the world s most popular creative tool. it gives you the

ability to create amazing images, videos and graphics. have ideas but dont know where to start? no
problem. browse free online tutorials, use the amazing search tools to find exactly what you need, or
start with one of our many free templates. then, once youve learned everything you can about the
tools, try creating your own amazing images, videos and graphics. youll soon be creating your own

content to share online. hey, i am using adobe photoshop cc 2017 and my problem is with the
license, i have bought it and installed it but i need to sign in but when i try to sign in it says that i am
not eligible for the sign in you need to be eligible to purchase the software. i do not have it installed

on my computer. please help i have a mid-2011 mac that runs high sierra. it works fine and i have no
reason to upgrade anytime soon. adobes new photoshop requires a newer os but i can rent their

unsupported older version (ver. 21.2.4) on cc. im thinking, it makes more sense to buy a used
software package rather than pay rent to adobe. i am not buying it for the support. i just want a
photoshop and illustrator package that is compatible with my os system. does that make sense
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